
BHL v Leumi: important implications for the ABL
industry

In a judgment that has important implications for the ABL industry, the High Court has found that an invoice
financier was not entitled to retain collection fees claimed under an invoice finance agreement.

In light of this judgment factors and discounters may wish to review how their agreements deal with default and
collection fees to ensure that they are valid and enforceable. In this note, we highlight key features and
implications of the judgment, as well as terms and language in your agreements which may need to be reviewed
as a result.

The issue before the Court

In BHL v Leumi ABL Limited the Court was asked to consider whether Leumi was entitled to retain its collection
fee which, by the terms of its invoice finance agreement, could be set at “up to 15%” on all debts collected. BHL
had provided an indemnity to Leumi to secure the obligations of Leumi’s client, Cobra Beer Partnership Limited
(“Cobra”), and was seeking to recover payments it had made to Leumi arguing that the sums paid to Leumi were
not properly due under the invoice finance agreement.

In short, Leumi had served a demand on Cobra in May 2009 which Cobra had been unable to meet; as a result,
Leumi took over the collection of all outstanding debts and charged a collection fee of 15%. The Court
disallowed most of the collection fee ruling that the highest collection fee that Leumi could have been entitled to
was no more than 4% (against the 15% claimed).

In reaching its decision the Court concluded that no attempt had been made by Leumi to determine the likely



costs and risks of collection and that it had charged the maximum collection fee under its invoice finance
agreement without any real exercise of the discretion granted under its invoice finance agreement.

Key findings – the use of discretionary rights

The Court provided the following guidance as to how a financier should apply a discretionary fee or charge:

a financier who has a discretion under its finance documents to set a rate for a particular fee must
exercise that discretion in a way that is not arbitrary, capricious or irrational, or which is oppressive or
abusive;
use of a discretionary power to set a fee has to be assessed against the purpose of the fee: a financier
can’t simply charge what it wants to (otherwise, the court reasoned, the financier would always charge the
maximum);

if discretion is used in setting a fee, there must be a proper process for making the decision, which takes
into account all material considerations and doesn’t take into account things which are irrelevant to the
purpose of the fee;
a failure by the financier to use its discretion correctly did not mean that the ability to charge the fee was
lost entirely – the court would estimate what the financier should have charged and proceed on that
basis.

What can be learnt from the approach taken by the Court?

Discretionary fees and charges are risky, so review your documentation:

Leumi’s problem in BHL was not the size of the collection fee, but the fact that it had given itself the discretion to
set that fee (albeit subject to a 15% cap).

If the invoice finance agreement had stipulated a single collection fee – either a fixed percentage or calculated
according to a specific formula – resulting in the same collection fee, it is difficult to imagine on what basis the
Court could have disallowed it, given that the fee would have been negotiated between sophisticated
commercial parties at arm’s length and with the benefit of legal advice.

In light of BHL, we would recommend that you review your documentation to identify any purely discretionary
fees or charges and then determine how risky they are for you.

If you have a discretion over the level of fees or charges do you have processes and procedures
in place to demonstrate how it has been applied?

BHL doesn’t mean that you must stop using discretionary charges or that they are never appropriate. It may be
that your own operational requirements and the nature of your facility are such that they make sense.

You should, however, ensure that your work-out or distressed-client team understands what each of the
discretionary fees and charges in your agreement is for (e.g. a fee to cover the cost of collections, or an enhanced
discount rate to cover default risk), understands precisely how these are to be calculated, and that they have
documented, logical processes in place for setting each fee or charge.

Discretionary charges may make it harder to enforce a guarantee

Where a fee or charge is discretionary this may complicate matters for your solicitors (potentially increasing costs
to you) and make a contested recovery from a guarantor more difficult. Some charges may be difficult to



calculate until you actually incur costs or know what realisations you will get from enforcement of your security
or in an insolvency proceeding.

Even where the amount you are seeking is clear, courts are likely to look more closely at how you’ve exercised
your discretion, especially where a personal guarantor is involved.

Administrators and Liquidators may have difficulty accepting a discretionary charge unless you
can justify it

If your client is in a formal insolvency process, the insolvency practitioner will have to justify paying your fees and
charges. He may want to review the fees and charges taken prior to his appointment and those that may be
demanded following his appointment especially where other creditors are interested and/or potentially hostile.
To avoid a challenge from an insolvency practitioner it’s important that you are able to justify any discretionary
element of your fees and charges in such a situation. Being over-ambitious with a discretionary fee or charge
may force the insolvency practitioner to challenge you – in court, if necessary.

A discretionary charge is not likely to be defeated as a “penalty”, but may be defeated because
you do not apply it correctly

In BHL the Court concluded that Leumi’s collection fee, equivalent to 15% on all debts collected, was not an
unenforceable penalty clause, and gave three reasons:

a fee at this level, while high, was not extortionate or penal and reflected the legitimate commercial
interests of the financier in being compensated for collections work;
the fee was not a sum payable instead of damages for breaching the agreement, but was a fee Cobra
incurred when it chose not to repurchase the ledger (notwithstanding the fact that it could not afford to
do so); and
Cobra knew what it was agreeing to: it was a large commercial entity and had negotiated the facility with
Leumi at “arm’s length”.

Although BHL potentially increases the level of scrutiny which the ABL industry should expect in relation to
discretionary fees and charges, it reflects the more relaxed position on penalties following the Supreme Court
decision in Makdessi v Cavendish Square Holdings BV. As explained above, the Court did not consider that the
amount of Leumi’s collection fee to be objectionable, but instead disallowed it because Leumi had failed to
properly exercise its discretion in setting the fee at 15%.

Salinger on Factoring Fifth Edition 2017 (“Salinger”)

If you would like more information on contractual discretion and collection charges then please refer to
paragraphs 10-93 to 10-96 of Salinger. We are pleased that the decision in BHL reflects our assessment of the
current law and the approach Courts will take when assessing the use of contractual discretion: where there is a
contractual discretion there must be a real exercise of discretion and it must be exercised in a way which is not
arbitrary, capricious or irrational.

If you have questions about the BHL case and the implications it may have for your own standard documents,
get in touch with a member of our ABL team to see how we can help.

https://www.cripps.co.uk/how-we-can-help/corporate/banking-and-finance/invoice-finance-and-asset-based-lending/
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